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 Dear members and friends of Open ENLoCC, 
 
Summer is approaching, and in your hand you hold the summer issue of 
the European Review of Regional Logistics, filled with interesting articles, 
news, a classic text, “Reading Company”, and the “Next Dates” sections 
covering Logistics events around the World until early autumn! 

Among the news, we can e.g. read about the finalized French railway re-
form, the container train connection between Kouvola, Finland and Xi’an 
in China, now with a weekly schedule, and the eTRUCK project, where an 
electric delivery truck has now driven impressive 70,000 km since 2015 in 
Finland. In the articles following, the Open ENLoCC General Assembly of 
2018 held in Newcastle is reported.  

During the General Assembly of the Open ENLoCC network, the new 
membership of Valenciaport Foundation was confirmed and several 
presentations given e.g. on “Freight Quality Partnerships” and the New-
castle University Campus Cargo Consolidation Centre. A discussion on 
myths in logistics like “just in time” and “load factor” was well appreciat-
ed, as well as reflections on the lack of general theory in logistics. During 
the meeting, Giuseppe Luppino was re-elected as President for another 
three years period. 

The CIVITAS Urban Freight Conference gathered four European projects 
dealing with cleaner urban freight transport; CITYLAB, NOVELOG, SUC-
CESS and U-TURN. 

On the new Silk Route to China, there is an informative interview with 
Alberto Preti, Associate at Steer Davies Gleave, former President of the 
open ENLoCC and Project Manager of the study “The New Silk Route - 
Opportunities and Challenges for EU Transport”, 2018.  

There is also an article on urban planning to find the optimum location of 
gas stations – is it that easy for trucks to fill the tanks? – reporting from a 
Stuttgart regional project. Reports from the Rhine-Alpine Corridor Con-
ference as well as Cities for Mobility, are also presented. 

The “Reading Company” section highlights truck size and weight limits, 
rail freight of low density-high value goods in Europe and self-driving de-
livery droids. 

This summer’s classic text is William Bligh’s “A Voyage to the South Sea”. 
Mostly known for the mutiny on the ship Bounty, the author also gives a 
nice picture of logistics preparations for long distance sea journeys some 
230 years ago. 

 

We wish you all good reading and a nice summer! 

Carl-Magnus Carlsson 
Co-editor 
Malmö University, Sweden  
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News 

Title photo: 
French railway reform decided 

Despite protests and strikes, the French railway reform has been final-
ized. France follows other EU states, and while the experience with rail-
ways operating under private law in total may be somewhat of a mixed 
blessing, prospects for international long distance goods transport on 
rails may have improved, opening new prospects for hinterland transport 
of French ports beyond France, and for transit to and from Spain. The 
photo shows a traditional trade union style demonstration of impressive 
size, in Marseille on April 14, 2018. 

The sailing ship in the background is a replica of frigate “Hermione”, fa-
mous for bringing the Marquis de Lafayette to North America in 1780. 
Back then, communication was so slow that during a previous journey the 
French Lieutenant Lafayette could arrive in North America as General 
Lafayette, to become a strategic mind of the American War of Independ-
ence under George Washington. /MB 

 

Goods logistics at Nicosia SUMP conference 

The 5th European conference on SUMPs (Sustainable Urban Mobility 
Plans) was held in Nicosia (CY) on May 14-15. It included an explicit ses-
sion “Planning for urban freight and logistics”, moderated by Georgia Ay-
fantopoulou of Open ENLoCC member CERTH/ITH. 

In this session, Madeleine Kelly (DG MOVE, European Commission) pre-
sented the EU study on urban logistics: The integrated perspective 
(which was featured in detail on pages 6 to 9 of the “European Review of 
Regional Logistics” issue 2-2018). Peter König (BIM Consulting) presented 
the project NOVELOG and the case of Graz: Guidance in developing co-
operative business models for sustainable city logistics. Wulf-Holger 
Arndt (German Institute of Urban Affairs) presented the PROSPERITY pro-
ject: Urban freight delivery as part of transportation planning. Nicole 
Mavrovounioti (Stratagem Energy) presented DESTINATIONS: The Urban 
Freight Logistics Action Plan of Limassol, integrated in the local SUMP. 

Access regulation, port cities, electric vehicles were among the further 
conference topics that have implicit impacts on urban goods mobility. 

 

Rijeka (HR) survey: One out of three delivery service 
stops is in violation of parking rules 

„Investigating deliveries in our city, we found that on a full 35% of the de-
livery stops some parking rule is violated”, Mirna Hriljac of the Rijeka city 
administration explains to our magazine. While similar results may be 
found in about any other city across Europe, Mirna Hriljac explains that 
this is just a raw figure. “We do not know which violations are made just 
because drivers do not want to walk a few meters, and which are really 
necessary for the delivery services to do their job. But in any case we 
need to find answers to both problems.” 
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The North Eurasia Growth Platform for global compa-
nies gathers interest 

The container train connection between Kouvola and Xian has now be-
come regular, weekly schedule into both directions, East and West.  

For building businesses that rely on the backbone of the container train 
operation, the cities of Kouvola and Xi’an and their development compa-
nies, Kouvola Innovation Oy and Xi’an International Trade and Logistics 
(ITL), are launching “The North Eurasia Growth Platform”. That is where 
large Northern European and Chinese manufacturing and trade compa-
nies build the most competitive logistic chains between the EU and China 
by utilizing Kouvola and Xi’an hubs. 

“The Nordic countries differ from most European countries due to the 
fact that we have strong exports to China, particularly in timber, pulp and 
cardboard, heavy machinery, metals and chemicals. This means that we 
can find a balance where the trains move fully loaded both east and 
west, and business opportunities are large in both directions”, says Min-
ister of Employment Mr. Jari Lindström. 

Both Xi’an and Kouvola are ready to invest and provide practically unlim-
ited space for companies to locate their distribution and supply centers, 
manufacturing facilities, and connected service and data centers. 

“Kouvola and Finland offer one of the best locations for establishing a 
center for EU business. We have an extremely safe and functioning envi-
ronment for business with plenty of highly skilled labour. Our infrastruc-
ture provides congestion-free transportation to all directions”, empha-
sizes Ms. Marita Toikka, the Mayor of Kouvola. 

For further information, please contact: 

Mr. Martti Husu, Managing Director, Kouvola Innovation Oy, tel + 358 20 
615 1353, martti.husu@kinno.fi.  

Mr. Simo Päivinen, Director of Logistics, Kouvola Innovation Oy, tel + 358 
20 615 6364, simo.paivinen@kinno.fi. 

On the topic of rail transport between Europe and China, please also see 
the interview on pages 12 and 13 of this magazine. 

 

Start-up meets MoWiN.net & friends 

On 3rd of May 2018 the event "Start-up meets MoWiN.net & Friends", 
funded through the Go-Cluster program for advanced cluster organisa-
tions, took place for the first time in the Science Park Kassel, Germany. It 
was organized for MoWiN.net members, i.e. HÜBNER GmbH, Libri GmbH 
or Volkswagen AG, in order to be introduced to young companies of the 
logistics and mobility sector, start-ups such as CYCLEVER GmbH, 
doks.innovation GmbH or TIMMI Transport GmbH. This way they had the 
chance to inform themselves about new projects, concepts or business 
ideas and start new cooperation between established and young compa-
nies. The start-ups had the possibility to introduce their company in six-
minute pitches. Many trendsetting ideas and solutions were portrayed 
which speak in favor of smart and green logistics. Topics like alternative 

mailto:martti.husu@kinno.fi
mailto:simo.paivinen@kinno.fi
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transport options, new transmission systems as well as intelligent soft-
ware programs and apps were presented. 

A successful example of modern logistical measures is the drone of 
doks.innovation GmbH. Focusing on multisensory technologies and soft-
ware for big-data analysis, data visualization and archiving, they have de-
veloped smart sensor technologies for intra- and inter-logistics process-
es. In this context they took for instance the subject of inventory to a 
new level because the use of a drone reduces manual processes, cuts 
personnel costs and also avoids time losses. 

Subsequent to the pitches they negotiated on possible cooperation in a 
joint dialogue. On the one hand supraregional start-ups profited from the 
industry knowledge of established companies as well as the expertise of 
the mobility cluster and on the other hand from potential new partner-
ships or participations. Furthermore, the cluster and its members will al-
so be strengthened for the medium to long term. MoWiN.net is member 
of the Open ENLoCC network. 

 

Germany: National Sustainable Urban Logistics  
Competition 

The Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nu-
clear Safety (BMU), along with the German Environment Agency, is 
launching the first national competition for sustainable urban logistics. 
The competition is open to projects and concepts which contribute sig-
nificantly to climate-friendly, low-noise and low-emission cities. Legal en-
tities, e.g. corporations, start-ups, academic institutions or municipalities, 
are invited to participate. Among all winners, a total of 70.000 EUR in 
prize money will be awarded. 

The competition targets current and recently completed projects as well 
as mature concepts on the verge of implementation. Projects must be 
executed in urban areas in Germany. https://www.nachhaltige-urbane-
logistik.de/english.html.  

The call closes on July 15th. A jury, consisting of experts from a variety of 
areas of expertise, will select the best projects and concepts. Winners 
will be informed in the fall and awarded during a ceremony by the end of 
this year. 

 

TØI newest member of Open ENLoCC 

TØI, the Institute of Transport Economics in Oslo, Norway, is the newest 
member of the Open ENLoCC network. TØI is one of the leading 
institutes in the transport logistics sector in northern Europe and is active 
in many European projects. Jardar Andersen, Chief Research Engineer for 
Logistics and Innovation, is the new contact person for network activities. 

The Open ENLoCC network is steadily growing and has now reached 20 
members. For the first time, a European institution located outside the 
European Union has joined the network. A presentation of the institute 
will follow in one of the next issues.  

https://www.nachhaltige-urbane-logistik.de/english.html
https://www.nachhaltige-urbane-logistik.de/english.html
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Electric 16 ton eTRUCK operating in Finland has already 
driven 70,000 km 

The eTRUCK project collects experiences from 16 ton fully electric deliv-
ery truck technologies and their real-life operation capabilities in north-
ern circumstances in Finland. The eTRUCK manufactured by Emoss has 
been operating since autumn 2015 in harsh climate conditions from 
commercial bases at Tampere region driven so far some 70 000 km. 

The eTRUCK has been equipped with present-day monitoring and com-
munication instrumentation enabling to remote follow-up of its opera-
tions like: location, operation phase, speed, electric parameters, energy 
consumption and charging. The task in the project is to enable more ac-
curate estimations and planning of electric truck operations. At a later 
stage the results accumulated from the eTRUCK experiences will be ana-
lyzed from energy consumption, emission and economical perspective.  

The truck is owned by Niinivirta Ltd which is a transport company operat-
ing in Finland and Italy. Material arriving to Tampere region from Europe 
will be distributed by a fleet of covered trucks. eTRUCK is one of those 
operating in same manner as the rest of the fleet powered by diesel en-
gines. Material distributed is mainly clothing. Distribution is done be-
tween terminal and companies. In practice it means that the daily opera-
tion routes and time schedules are repetitive in nature and well known. 
Accordingly the optimization of routings and delivery stops can be made 
easily. 

Lauri Hietalahti TAMK, Tampere University of Applied Sciences, Kuntoka-
tu 3, FI-33520 Tampere, lauri.hietalahti@tamk.fi. 

Jukka Pellinen TAMK, jukka.pellinen@tamk.fi. 

 

 

 

 

We welcome your free online subscription! 

Subscribe to the free quarterly online issue of the “European Review of 
Regional Logistic” by email to info@openenlocc.net! Simply state “sub-
scription” in the header. 

The readers of the “European Review of Regional Logistics” get infor-
mation about all topics where logistics meets regional issues, be that 
traffic, land use, distribution, or local interfaces. We inform about ongo-
ing projects in Europe and beyond in the field of regional logistics. We 
present results, publications and conferences, and we promote exchange 
between research, planning, politics, and the logistics industry. 

We are also interested to hear from our readers about their opinions, 
projects, and work results. Just drop us a line! 

Martin Brandt, editor 

  

eTRUCK 16 ton electric truck in its 
present form connected to grid at 
terminal. 

mailto:lauri.hietalahti@tamk.fi
mailto:jukka.pellinen@tamk.fi
mailto:info@openenlocc.net
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General Assembly 2018: 
Open ENLoCC members meet in Newcastle 
Once a year, the members of the Open ENLoCC network gather for the 
“General Assembly”. In 2018, NewRail of Newcastle University was host 
on April 10 and 11. The General Assembly had a record participation 
with 16 members represented either in person or by proxy (see list of 
participants), not counting Valenciaport Foundation, which as new 
member was to be confirmed at the meeting. 

Tom Zunder welcomed the participants on behalf of host NewRail and 
presented Newcastle University, which was founded in late 19th century 
as a college of historical Durham University and gained independence in 
the 1960’s. It is now a university with more than 20,000 students. 
Giuseppe Luppino also welcomed the participants as President of the 
Open ENLoCC network. A number of member projects were presented. 

The main point of these presentations is not only what in the parlance of 
EU projects is called “dissemination”. Worthwhile as it is to know the 
projects in detail, at the General Assembly the main purpose is the de-
bate on methods and their results. Often, things are learned on the side 
that can affect future work. “What was your experience with that meth-
odology? Under which conditions would you recommend it?” These are 
typical questions during this part of the yearly meetings. 

John Bourn, Transport Planner of the North East Combined Authority in 
and around Newcastle, presented the North East Freight Partnership to 
the audience along ppt slides, one of the few functioning “Freight Quality 
Partnerships” existing in England. On the spot, the participating members 
of the SULPiTER consortium invited him to the SULPiTER meeting in late 
October in Stuttgart, to present his experience to the whole consortium. 

Carolina Navarro Correcher presented the new Open ENLoCC member 
Valenciaport Foundation. Giuseppe Luppino presented the SULPiTER pro-
ject. He explicitly asked all participants to look for institutions that would 
like to join the “enlarged partnership program” and profit from learning 
about the SULPiTER methodology and results. Aristos Halatsis presented 
the ISTEN project. 

Tom Zunder presented Newcastle University’s Campus Cargo Consolida-
tion Centre”. Some results were surprising: 

 Many goods vehicles reached campus in order to drop off pas-
sengers. That could e.g. be family members who work on cam-
pus, but also technicians etc. 

 Consolidation in a cargo center for the campus resulted in a re-
duction of 16-30% of all cargo transport. The wide span is not a 
result of a spread of activities, but of varying definitions of 
“goods traffic”: While the absolute reduction could clearly be 
measured, the relative numbers varied depending upon including 
e.g. service technicians and pizza service. 

The debate made clear that especially on university campuses many de-
liveries are difficult because the address is hard to find, and also time 
pressure usually is limited and total delivery volume rather high. That is 
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why such a campus would profit from a central delivery address and its 
own daily last mile service. 

A general debate about the use of loading bays came up and resulted in 
the understanding that such bays are much sought after by the drivers, 
since they can move out of sight of their vehicle for delivery without risk-
ing a parking ticket. However, for security reasons drivers may be forced 
to stay close to their vans. 

It was brought up that there is a number of myths in logistics which to 
debate and deconstruct may be a job for the “European Review of Re-
gional Logistics”. Among the topics mentioned were: 

 The “just in time” and “next day / same day” deliveries. The time 
pressure they cause is often applied erroneously to fields that 
are not under such pressure. 

 The “load factor” error: Because the load weighs less than the 
legal maximum of the trucks and vans, it is erroneously conclud-
ed that the vehicle is not full. Statistics that measure tons (but 
not volume) are used to blame the industry for lack of organiza-
tion. 

According to the debate, especially the latter point is often made in poli-
tics in order to shift responsibility for better environmental performance 
to the logisticians and their apparent lack of organizational capability, 
taking pressure away from the society and its representatives. 

It also was brought up that there is a general lack of theory in logistics, 
and more so in city logistics. As a result, there is no generally acclaimed 
formal apparatus to judge the individual and often pragmatic approaches 
against. Improving this situation should be part of the Open ENLoCC 
members’ work. 

The first day was closed with the traditional “Open ENLoCC” dinner, in a 
traditional English setting of Indian Cuisine. 

The second day was about project ideas and project consortium building. 
This of course does not result in decision making. The interested parties 
continue on a project base. Typically, consortia do not go exclusively for 
Open ENLoCC members but use Open ENLoCC as a means to generate 
additional expertise. 

During the formal deliberations, Giuseppe Luppino of member organisa-
tion ITL unanimously was re-elected as President of Open ENLoCC for 
another three-year period. The members were informed that KLOK will 
stop activities as a logistics competence center at mid-year. WRS will step 
in as secretariat of Open ENLoCC with the intention to employ long-term 
secretary Martin Brandt for the purpose. To finalize a solution, WRS in-
vited all members to an extraordinary General Assembly in Stuttgart for 
late October. 

  

“First I was rather sceptic about 
the organization of the meeting 
– this year it was rather informal. 
But one hour into the General 
Assembly I found myself in the 
most interesting debate about 
logistics topics I had in a long 
time.”  
(Delegate from a member insti-
tution) 
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CIVITAS Urban Freight Conference 
The European Commission supports research approaching the negative 
impacts of freight transport. Four European research projects of the 
CIVITAS network CITYLAB, NOVELOG, SUCCESS and U-TURN, presented 
their approaches for cleaner urban freight transport at a joint final 
conference in Brussels, 23/24 April 2018.  

Robert Missen, Head of Unit at DG MOVE’s research and innovation unit, 
awarded Transport for London (TfL), London’s transport authority with 
the SUCCESS Award. He pointed out: London is a best practice in 
fostering construction logistics improvement using wide number of 
voluntary and mandatory actions. 

TfL has introduced measures which improve the logistics in construction 
sector amounting up to 35% of London’s freight transport volume. 
London’s approach focuses on research, guidance, regulation and 
enforcement as well as stakeholder engagement. 

On the occasion of the final conference, the project coordinators 
commented on the added value of their projects: 

Georgia Ayfantopoulou, the coordinator of NOVELOG stated: NOVELOG 
generated knowledge for urban freight transport planning and delivered 
tools for supporting multi-stakeholders cooperation in implementing 
innovative city logistics solutions and adopting cooperative business 
models in UFT. 

Jardar Andersen, coordinator of CITYLAB said: CITYLAB has brought 
together industry partners, authorities and researchers testing Living 
Labs as a collaborative approach to tackle city logistics issues. The project 
set out recommendations for moving towards emission free city logistics 
in major urban centres by year 2030. 

Eleni Zampou, the coordinator of U-TURN emphasised: U-TURN 
formulated shared logistics models for urban freight and implemented 
tools that enable their evaluation and implementation. Moreover, U-
TURN provided empirical evidence regarding shared logistics models that 
was derived by their application in the fast-moving consumer goods, 
fresh food and online grocery sectors. 

Francesco Ferrero, the coordinator of SUCCESS, added: Construction is an 
industry sector scarcely affected by innovation. Supply chains are seldom 
an object of research, despite their considerable environmental and 
socio-economic impact. SUCCESS delivered open and reusable tools and 
methods that cities, construction industries and logistics operators can 
apply, such as the Construction Consolidation Centres. 

About the conference and the projects: 

The four projects were funded in the first call of the Mobility for Growth 
Programme in Horizon 2020, and they were set to increase the 
knowledge and understanding of freight distribution and service trips in 
urban areas.  During the last three years these projects have collaborated 
on various issues and have joined forced for several dissemination and 
outreach activities.The The proejcts have also participated in a EU-US 
twinning programme, which have led to exchange of experiences and 
ideas with several US initiatives.  
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The CITYLAB project aimed to develop knowledge and solutions that 
result in up-scaling and roll-out of strategies, measures and tools for 
emission-free city logistics in urban centres by 2030. The project’s living 
lab approach fosters a continuous engagement between industry and 
local authorities which allows solving urban freight problems. Key 
findings from each living lab were presented during the conference. 

The NOVELOG project enabled better knowledge and understanding of 
urban freight distribution and service trips to help cities implement 
effective and sustainable policies and measures and to facilitate 
stakeholder collaboration for sustainable city logistics. NOVELOG 
presented its tools for sustainable city logistics planning processes. 

The SUCCESS project targeted the construction sector and aimed to 
identify new methods and tools taking into account the possible 
implementation of Construction Consolidation Centres in order to 
improve construction logistics and decrease negative externalities. 
SUCCESS presented its methodological and technological tools helping to 
better organise construction logistics. 

The U-TURN project aimed to identify new models for urban food 
transport and to develop and propose innovative business models from a 
new focused toolkit to achieve more efficient operations – both 
environmentally and economically. The project results show that there 
are significant opportunities for transport collaboration in grocery supply 
chains to reduce costs and that further exploitation of research results or 
technology transfer is needed. 

Over 150 specialists participated in the event, including high level 
representatives from the European Commission. The event also featured 
an interactive dialogue between European and US stakeholders. 

Giuseppe Luppino presented joint recommendations from the four 
projects, which included: 

 More explicit inclusion of logistics  in city  planning (e.g. 
Sustainable Urban Logistis Plans). 

 Actions and data for increasing the understanding of logistics 
behaviour. 

 Better involvement through freight quality partnerships, co-
creation/living labs, etc. 

 Ensuring proper space and infrastucture for logistics 
activities. 

Text: Project consortia. Compilation with Jardar Andersen. 
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Upon the new Silk Route 
The Transport and Tourism Committee of the European Parliament 
appointed Steer Davies Gleave to deliver a study on the Chinese “Belt 
and Road Initiative”. The former long-term President of Open ENLoCC 
Alberto Preti is now Associate at Steer Davies Gleave. We interviewed 
him to know more about the study, of which he was Project Manager. 

 

“Review”: Mr Preti, the Initiative is much discussed in the general and 
specialised press. How would you define the “Belt and Road Initiative” 
and its scope? 

The new Silk Route, or “Belt and Road Initiative” (BRI), is a major policy 
initiative developed by China to improve connectivity between Asia and 
Europe. Although no official definition of the BRI exists, it refers to six 
major land corridors across the Eurasian continent and a network of 
maritime routes connecting Asia with Africa and Europe. It connects 65 
countries which jointly account for 60% of global Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) and 30% of global population. 

It is difficult to identify its scope, for a number of reasons: 
• There is no formally published programme or budget, or even an 

official list of BRI projects; many projects have been labelled “BRI”, in 
some cases apparently because they are in its geographical scope. 

• The BRI continues to develop in response to further engagement 
between China and the wide range of other countries involved. 

• A wide range of stakeholders is involved through a large number of 
different frameworks, and there are multiple funding sources for BRI-
related projects. 

 

“Review”: Despite this complexity, do you think there are patterns in the 
BRI investments? 

The research sought to identify information on the nature, level of 
funding and status of a large number of projects that are within the 
scope of the BRI and benefit from Chinese investment. We identified 
around 80 air, road, rail or maritime projects, representing a total 
investment of over €100 billion. Most of the investments appear to be in 
locations where they would be of benefit to Chinese trade, logistics 
providers or industry. Investments in ports are spread along the whole 
maritime trade route between Asia and Europe. In the EU, most 
investments are at transport nodes, through acquisition of shares and/or 
investment in ports, airports and rail infrastructure, particularly at the 
EU’s borders in the Balkans and in central and eastern Europe. 

 

 “Review”: Which opportunities and challenges is the BRI bringing to the 
European transport system? 

The scale and variety of Chinese investment in the EU’s transport 
infrastructure has raised the question of how the BRI will affect the 
European transport and logistics systems. We found that the BRI can 
bring opportunities: 

 

Alberto Preti, Associate at Steer 
Davies Gleave, former President 
of Open ENLoCC for the Insti-
tute for Transport and Logistics 
(Bologna) from 2009 to 2016.  
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• Chinese parties are willing to take construction risk and to build 
infrastructure in Europe. 

• EU businesses may become involved in transport infrastructure 
projects along the BRI, particularly in Central Asia. 

• Rail services between China and Europe are growing and offering 
new connections to European operators, shippers and industry. 

In addition, the BRI could be good for the environment, offering a net 
reduction of CO2 emissions as some goods switch from air freight to rail. 
It could also become a platform for streamlining customs arrangements 
between China and Europe. 

However, we also identified several challenges for the EU in its policy 
response to the BRI. The lack of a definitive BRI investment plan or 
programme may lead to projects which compete with or duplicate 
others, either inside or outside the EU, and/or projects which are 
implemented because Chinese funding is available, with little focus on 
the demand for, or sustainability of, the services that they are intended 
to support. 

From the perspective of the EU: 
• Improved accessibility for trade between China and the EU may alter 

the relative competitive positions of EU Member States. 
• Chinese dominance in rail transport between Europe and Asia, or 

control of the entire logistics chain, may significantly increase its 
market power as a trading partner. 

• Use of Chinese construction or operational standards in non-EU 
countries could reduce or supplant the use of EU standards and 
products. 

 

“Review”: What should European Institutions do to face these challenges 
and exploit the Initiative’s opportunities? 

The study included recommendations to the TRAN Committee. On 
planning the EU’s infrastructure, we concluded that there was, as yet, no 
need to modify the EU’s TEN-T programme. However, we proposed that 
the TEN-T corridor studies are reviewed and developed periodically as 
the work of the “Connectivity Platform” progresses and the BRI is more 
clearly defined. We also recommended that the EU should seek greater 
clarity on emerging BRI plans, and encourage studies on connecting TEN-
T and BRI corridors, starting with the North Sea-Baltic Core Network 
Corridor of the TEN-T and the New Eurasian Land Bridge Corridor of the 
BRI. 

On promoting the EU’s standards and technology, we concluded that EU 
institutions should encourage the adoption of standards, particularly the 
European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS). ERTMS has been 
one of the largest beneficiaries of TEN-T funding in the 2007-2013 and 
2014-2020 multi-annual Programmes and is increasingly used in China, 
particularly on its high-speed rail network. 

We also made recommendations for engagement and consultation with 
China, and specifically for guaranteed reciprocity of access to EU and 
Chinese markets. This is a core issue, not only concerning the transport 
industry.  

Steer Davies Gleave, 2018, 
Research for TRAN Committee: 
The new Silk Route – opportunities 
and challenges for EU transport. 
European Parliament, Policy 
Department for Structural and 
Cohesion Policies, Brussels. 
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Urban planning for optimum location of gas 
stations results in lower trucking mileage 
While the total number of gas stations diminished over the past dec-
ades, in central Europe there are certainly enough stations for all auto 
drivers to fill up without detours, if some trivial planning ahead is done. 
But is that also true for truck drivers? An investigation in Stuttgart Re-
gion suggests that the answer may not be so easy. 

During participation at the project “C-LIEGE”, co-financed through the EU 
“intelligent energy” programme, in Stuttgart Region it was discovered 
that a large number of mid-size trucks drove detours during the end of 
their work day, in order to find a suitable gas station. That was because 
of their obligation as subcontractor, under which they had to arrive in 
the morning at the regional depots of the large logistics companies with 
their tank well filled. The project found that an additional gas station in a 
certain location north of Stuttgart would save more truck miles per day 
than any sophisticated city logistics concept would ever attempt. 

This result triggered a survey of all larger industrial areas in Stuttgart re-
gion as well as their links to the regional and national road network by 
KLOK Kooperationszentrum Logistik e.V., financed by Stuttgart Region.  

Of course, there are enough gas stations to ensure that no truck will run 
out of gas. Fuelling as such is not a problem. But the following findings 
were made within the regional “OPTiGG” project: 

 The location of gas stations typically follows the road pattern of 
decades ago. New bypasses are not served. A truck would often 
have to leave the new road and fuel at some location closer to 
some town. It is then a rational decision not to turn back to the 
highway, but to proceed through that town. 

 Town planners are not aware that this may be the cause of a sig-
nificant share of truck transits, since it is not at all obvious which 
filling stations have the equipment and size to serve medium and 
large trucks. 

 Town planners are not aware of unmanned filling stations for 
commercial operators. 

 In some large industrial areas, adequate gas stations are missing 
or in locations that cause extra traffic. The petrol stations will 
never point out such deficits, because any new station would 
mean competition. 

The study resulted in a list of recommendations for future filling station 
locations. It also showed a number of locations where the problem has 
found good and even optimum solutions. 

Martin Brandt 

  

Above: Trucks not only need spe-
cial equipment but also sufficient 
space for filling up. 
Photos: Martin Brandt 

Below: Symbolic photo. (Here, 
truck entry is from other side.) 
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Rhine-Alpine Corridor Conference 
The Rhine-Alpine corridor is a main European transport axis and one of 
nine European “core network corridors” defined by the EU. On 24 April 
2015, the “Interregional Alliance for the Rhine-Alpine-Corridor EGTC” 
was founded in Mannheim. Thirteen founding members from Italy, the 
Netherlands and Germany signed the Convention. Important logistics 
actors such as the Port of Rotterdam and the Port of Duisburg were 
counted among the members, as well as cities and regions along the 
Corridor. Meanwhile, membership stands at more than 20 organizations. 

The 1st Corridor Conference of the Interregional Alliance for the Rhine-
Alpine Corridor EGTC took place on 7 June 2018 in the premises of the 
Committee of the Regions in Brussels. 120 participants listened to 30 
speakers and discussed varied issues in 5 thematic workshops: The Chi-
nese Belt and Road Initiative, the future priorities for the development of 
the Corridor, the results of  CEF-funded project „European Rail Freight 
Line System“, experiences with the legal form of a European Grouping of 
Territorial Cooperation and a visionary workshop. 

After the workshops the political plenary session gathered panellists 
from academia, industry and politics discussion. Two keynote speeches 
from the EGTC Chair Conny Bieze and Corridor Coordinator Pawel Wol-
chiechowski set the frame for the panel discussion. 5 panellists discussed 
about joint efforts for shaping the future of the Rhine-Alpine Corridor. 

As a main result, the Conference underlined the importance of a joint 
and coordinated development of this important European Corridor. The 
EGTC was again recognised as the voice of the local and regional level of 
the Corridor, whose ideas, activities and commitment were appreciated 
once more. 

Many of the speakers presented developments within and around their 
business resp. their institutions. Not all of it at first sight appeared linked 
to the Rhine-Alpine axis. For example, Duisport elaborated upon its role 
as the main European hub of the rail transport between the EU and Chi-
na, which hardly follows the course of the Rhine. However, just through 
these presentations it became apparent that the Rhine-Alpine axis links a 
stunning number of large players in transport and transport logistics. 

Text, photos: Interregional Alliance, Martin Brandt  
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“Cities for mobility”: 
International Congress 2018 in Stuttgart 
„Cities for Mobility“ is a network of municipalities, companies, research 
institutions and organizations from civil society that cooperate for de-
veloping, implementing and disseminating innovative policies and 
measures for sustainable urban mobility. The International Cities for 
Mobility Congress is the most important event of the network. The 9th 
edition took place on 17-19 June 2018 at Stuttgart City Hall. It was ad-
dressed to municipal practitioners, decision makers, researchers, en-
trepreneurs and initiatives from civil society.  

While most of the activities were dedicated to the movement of people, 
one session dealt exclusively with goods transport within urban areas. 
Maria Schnurr of the RISE institute in Gothenburg (Sweden) explained 
that traffic was accountable for 30% of greenhouse gas emissions in 
Sweden, resulting in the necessity to go many different ways simultane-
ously to reduce the ecological footprint. Main topics in Gothenburg are 
electric cargo bikes and autonomous trucks to serve the inner city. 

An interesting overview of activities on the side of a forwarder was given 
by Hella Abidi of Dachser. Having to deal with local urban environments 
and local regulations, apparently there is no standard solution. Mrs. Abidi 
gave examples of widely different solutions: Airport style cargo tractors 
with small trailers, suitable for very narrow street systems, used in Mala-
ga. Micro hubs and electric cargo bikes, used in Stuttgart, where there is 
a cooperation with the local e-bike delivery service Velocarrier.  

In the debate the question was brought up how many e-bikes it takes to 
replace a truck. The answer was that it is not intended to replace vehicles 
on a one-by-one base, but that the whole delivery chain is reorganized, 
with enlarged trucks bringing the parcels into the town’s quarters and 
cargo bikes doing the last mile. Given that the trucks often get stuck in 
traffic, this concentration of cargo saves manpower, while the e-bike 
adds flexibility. It was further pointed out that cyclists need no driver’s li-
cense. This allows the forwarder to employ the drivers, of which there is 
a shortage, on other routes.  

Another point made by Hella Abidi was the need to understand “cooper-
ation” right. “I need some land for a micro hub, and I need it there with 
this and this and this – that is the opposite of cooperation”, she elabo-
rated.” First it is necessary to find what can be achieved by cooperation, 
then the delivery chain is built around the results. 

Simon Hayes and Carlos Sentis from Barcelona elaborated upon the 
goods transport part of the local sustainable urban mobility plan (SUMP). 
Practically all of inner Barcelona has parking restrictions. The city invent-
ed a sophisticated scheme of electronic parking bay registration for de-
livery vehicles at each block within the inner city. It was found that deliv-
ery services was much concentrated along a few street segments, where 
this parking system is most useful to avoid delays and illegal parking. 

The conference included visits to city logistics solution providers, as well 
as an evening reception at the Stuttgart streetcar museum. 
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Reading Company  
 

Truck Size and Weight Limits Research Plan 
Committee: First Report: Candidate Research 
Topics; Framework for Setting Priorities 

 Winebrake J, Al-Qadi L, Fu G, Harkey D, Harwood D, Hida S, Holguin-
Veras J, Oster, C. Tooley M, Wilkie D, Wood S. National Academies of 
Sciences, Transportation Research Board. Pdf at http://nap.edu/25091. 

Truck size and weight limits have consequences for road planning and 
urban planning, as well as for road construction and maintenance. 
Furthermore, they influence the costs of transport. “The U.S. Department 
of Transportation (USDOT) asked the Transportation Research Board 
(TRB) to convene a committee to recommend a research plan to reduce 
uncertainties in estimates of the impacts of changes in truck size and 
weight limits” (from summary). The paper of 38 pages outlines the 
research agenda in the US, which will be important reference in Europe. 

 

Assessment of existing and future rail freight 
services and Technologies for low Density High 
Value Goods in Europe 

 Zunder T, Islam D, in: European Transport Research Review (2018) 10: 9, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s12544-017-0277-1, open access. 

Tom Zunder and Dewan Islam of Open ENLoCC member NewRail asked 
industry expert about the most necessary improvements for rail freight 
in order to make the services attractive for low density high value goods. 
The following main results were found: 

Goods wagons should have access to electricity. At present, there is no 
electrical power connection along the train, from the locomotive to the 
wagons. This restricts e.g. monitoring, temperature control and 
communication. Of all findings, this may be easiest to improve. Another 
shortcoming is the terminal infrastructure. Third shortcoming is, due to 
slow acceleration and low maximum speeds, the general inability of 
goods trains to operate on a train path designed for passenger trains. 
This restricts interoperability. With today’s high priorities for passenger 
trains, freight trains are at a severe disadvantage. 

 

“It's like a robot playground”: the cities 
welcoming self-driving delivery droids 

 Hunt E (Guardian Online): 
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/may/01/what-the-hell-is-
that-self-driving-delivery-robots-hit-london.  

This recent article at “Guardian Online” introduces the general public to a 
multitude of delivery robot concepts, including photos and video clips.  

http://nap.edu/25091
https://doi.org/10.1007/s12544-017-0277-1
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/may/01/what-the-hell-is-that-self-driving-delivery-robots-hit-london
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/may/01/what-the-hell-is-that-self-driving-delivery-robots-hit-london
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Classic text – William Bligh (“Bounty”):  
A Voyage to the South Sea 
The King having been graciously pleased to comply with a request from 
the merchants and planters interested in his Majesty's West India 
possessions that the breadfruit tree might be introduced into those 
islands, a vessel proper for the undertaking was bought and taken into 
dock at Deptford to be provided with the necessary fixtures and 
preparations for executing the object of the voyage. These were 
completed according to a plan of my much honoured friend, Sir Joseph 
Banks, which in the event proved the most advantageous that could 
have been adopted for the intended purpose. 

The ship was named the Bounty: I was appointed to command her on the 
16th of August 1787. Her burthen was nearly two hundred and fifteen 
tons; her extreme length on deck ninety feet ten inches; extreme breadth 
twenty-four feet three inches; and height in the hold under the beams at 
the main hatchway ten feet three inches. In the cockpit were the cabins of 
the surgeon, gunner, botanist, and clerk, with a steward-room and 
storerooms. The between decks was divided in the following manner: the 
great cabin was appropriated for the preservation of the plants and 
extended as far forward as the after hatchway. It had two large skylights, 
and on each side three scuttles for air, and was fitted with a false floor cut 
full of holes to contain the garden-pots in which the plants were to be 
brought home. The deck was covered with lead, and at the foremost 
corners of the cabin were fixed pipes to carry off the water that drained 
from the plants into tubs placed below to save it for future use. I had a 
small cabin on one side to sleep in, adjoining to the great cabin, and a 
place near the middle of the ship to eat in. The bulk-head of this 
apartment was at the after-part of the main hatchway, and on each side 
of it were the berths of the mates and midshipmen; between these berths 
the arm-chest was placed. The cabin of the master, in which was always 
kept the key of the arms, was opposite to mine. This particular description 
of the interior parts of the ship is rendered necessary by the event of the 
expedition. 

The ship was masted according to the proportion of the navy; but on my 
application the masts were shortened, as I thought them too much for 
her, considering the nature of the voyage. 

On the 3rd of September the ship came out of dock; but the carpenters 
and joiners remained on board much longer, as they had a great deal of 
work to finish. 

The next material alteration made in the fitting out was lessening the 
quantity of iron and other ballast. I gave directions that only nineteen tons 
of iron should be taken on board instead of the customary proportion 
which was forty-five tons. The stores and provisions I judged would be 
fully sufficient to answer the purpose of the remainder; for I am of 
opinion that many of the misfortunes which attend ships in heavy storms 
of wind are occasioned by too much dead weight in their bottoms. 

The establishment of men and officers for the ship were as follows: 

1 Lieutenant to command. 1 Master. 1 Boatswain. 1 Gunner. 1 Carpenter. 
1 Surgeon. 2 Master's Mates. 2 Midshipmen. 2 Quartermasters.  
1 Quartermaster's Mate. 1 Boatswain's Mate. 1 Gunner's Mate.  

This arrangement puts the 
captain much closer than usual to 
the crew at all times. With his role 
as “Master next God”, tensions 
are scheduled. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bligh gives detailed examples of 
his superior judgement in prepa-
ring the ship.  

Lieutenant Bligh is the only officer 
on board. At the time of his 
voyage, he was addressed as 
“Captain” just in his role as 
commander of the ship. 

HMS Bounty II 1960 Tall Ship with 
full sails on Lake Michigan near 
the Port of Chicago for the 2010 
Great Lake Tall Ship Challenge. 
Photo: Dan Kasberger, 
Wikimedia, creative commons. 

 

Text: William Bligh: A Voyage to 
the South Sea, Undertaken by 
Command of His Majesty, for the 
Purpose of Conveying the Bread-
Fruit Tree to the West Indies, in 
His Majesty’s Ship the Bounty, 
Commanded by Lieutenant 
William Bligh. London, 1792. 
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1 Carpenter's Mate. 1 Carpenter's Crew. 1 Sailmaker. 1 Armourer.  
1 Corporal. 1 Clerk and Steward. 23 Able Seamen.  

Two skilful and careful men were appointed, at Sir Joseph Banks's 
recommendation, to have the management of the plants intended to be 
brought home: the one, David Nelson, who had been on similar 
employment in Captain Cook's last voyage; the other, William Brown, as 
an assistant to him. With these two our whole number amounted to forty-
six. 

It was proposed that our route to the Society Islands should be round 
Cape Horn; and the greatest dispatch became necessary as the season 
was already far advanced: but the shipwrights not being able to complete 
their work by the time the ship was ready in other respects, our sailing 
was unavoidably retarded. 

However by the 4th of October the pilot came on board to take us down 
the river. On the 9th we fell down to Long Reach where we received our 
gunner's stores and guns, four four-pounders and ten swivels. 

The ship was stored and victualled for eighteen months. In addition to the 
customary allowance of provisions we were supplied with sourkraut, 
portable soup, essence of malt, dried malt, and a proportion of barley and 
wheat in lieu of oatmeal. I was likewise furnished with a quantity of 
ironwork and trinkets to serve in our intercourse with the natives in the 
South Seas: and from the board of Longitude I received a timekeeper, 
made by Mr. Kendal. 

On the 15th I received orders to proceed to Spithead. But the winds and 
weather were so unfavourable that we did not arrive there till the 4th of 
November. On the 24th I received from Lord Hood, who commanded at 
Spithead, my final orders. The wind, which for several days before had 
been favourable, was now turned directly against us. 

On the 28th the ship's company received two months pay in advance, and 
on the following morning we worked out to St. Helen's, where we were 
obliged to anchor. We made different unsuccessful attempts to get down 
Channel, but contrary winds and bad weather constantly forced us back to 
St. Helen's, or Spithead, until Sunday the 23rd of December when we 
sailed with a fair wind. 

During our stay at Spithead, the rate of the timepiece was several times 
examined by Mr. Bailey's observations at the Portsmouth observatory. On 
the 19th of December, the last time of its being examined on shore, it was 
1 minute 52 seconds, 5 too fast for meantime, and then losing at the rate 
of 1 second, 1 per day; and at this rate I estimate its going when we sailed. 

 

  The journey of the Bounty became famous for the mutiny on the return journey. Captain Bligh was put 
into a boat by the mutineers, together with many of his men, and had to find his way back to civiliza-
tion across the seas of today’s Indonesia. After his return, he published a report, of which these are 
the first pages. For obvious reasons, Bligh portraits himself as a very able commander. We get a de-
tailed description of the logistics behind the voyage. Such was usually was considered as superfluous, 
a business secret or simply as boring.  

Bligh knew well that his report would be challenged, not least by the families of the mutineers. The 
brother of chief mutineer Fletcher Christian was professor of law in Cambridge, of all professions. As a 
result, besides being a very readable account, the book also is a masterpiece in whitewashing one’s 
own actions. Friendship with famous researcher and traveller Sir Joseph Banks for sure helped. /MB 

Three months to prepare the ship 
for the journey. Another month 
for trying to leave England against 
infavourable winds. 

With the new chronometers’ 
exactness, from e. g. the time of 
sunrise now the latitude from 
Greenwich could be calculated. 
By showing his diligence in cali-
brating, Bligh adds credibility to 
all the geographical observations 
throughout the book. 

“The object of all the former 
voyages to the South Seas 
undertaken by the command of 
his present majesty, has been the 
advancement of science and the 
increase of knowledge. This 
voyage may be reckoned the first 
the intention of which has been 
to derive benefit from those 
distant discoveries.” 

William Bligh 
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Next Dates  

June 2018 
Lübeck (D), June 20-21 
Shortsea Shipping Days 2018 
The ShortSeaShipping Days are a conference accompanied 
by a trade event. Around 40 companies are showcased at 
the conference, which is held every two years. Topics of 
current interest in shortsea shipping will be on the agenda, 
including issues of sustainability, economic efficiency, devel-
opment of European markets, and the effects of political 
regulation, as well as innovation and digitalization. Around 
450 guests are expected. 

 

July 2018 
Seoul (ROK), July 2-5 
ATRS 2018 
Air transport research society world conference. 

London (GB), July 17 
NexTrust regional event 
This workshop includes presentations of 2 pilot case studies 
– “Cross-shipper, full truckload (FTL) collaboration on closed 
loop and round trips (backhauls) and Intermodal conversion” 
and “Cool running in urban areas: London Food Hub”. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

August 2018 
Antwerp (B), August 20-24 
TransportNET Urban Logistics Summer School 
Interested in an intensive immersion into the world of urban 
logistics?   Interested   to   follow   an   Introductory   module  
covering all aspects of urban logistics (20-24 August) and an 
optional assignment elaboration week (27-31 August)? 
Interested to focus on innovation and sustainability in urban 
logistics in all its facets? 
Brussels (B), August 30 
BRAIN-TRAINS final workshop 
BRAIN-TRAINS deals with rail freight intermodality, dealing 
mainly with five research domains: operational cost model-
ing, socio-economic impact analysis, environmental impact 
assessment, regulatory framework testing, and governance 
framework development. Federal Belgian Minister of Mobili-
ty François Bellot will close the afternoon with a number of 
reflections on how the results will be taken up in policy. 

Frankfurt (D), August 30-31 
3

rd
 Air Cargo Conference 

The Air Cargo Conference covers a wider range of topics. A 
focus is on unmanned cargo flight operation. 

 

  

© Andrej Dugin: "The Flight-2", 58,7 x 39 cm, mixed media on paper.  
The original graphics is available for sale via www.duginart.com. 
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September 2018 
Plymouth (GB), September 5-7 
23

rd
 Annual Conference of The Chartered Institute of 

Logistics and Transport 
As re-shoring, regionalisation and developments in data 
management reshape global logistics systems; logistics and 
supply chain managers face unprecedented challenges. The 
2018 Conference theme will focus on how researchers can 
assist managers in shaping logistics business and policy to 
promote integrated, sustainable operations. 

Szczecin (PL), September 6-7 
Baltic Ports Conference 2018 
This year’s edition of the Baltic Ports Conference will tackle 
multiple issues currently relevant to the maritime sector in 
the Europe and the Baltic region. From a thorough market 
overview and its impact on maritime transport, through the 
examination of various financial instruments supporting the 
development of port infrastructure to the role of ports as 
energy hubs – you can rest assured that the event will cover 
everything that counts. 

Europe, September 16-22 
European Mobility Week 
Local authorities register to organize activities for their 
citizens based upon a particular topic. This year the topic is 
“multimodality”. 

Copenhagen (DK), September 17-21 
ITS World Congress 2018 
Hosted in a different location each year, the ITS World Con-
gress is an international meeting point for the mobility sec-
tor, rotating between Europe, the Americas and Asia Pacific. 
This year, ERTICO – ITS Europe and the City of Copenhagen 
will host the 25th ITS World Congress. The Congress will 
attract more than 10,000 participants from over 100 coun-
tries, featuring more than 150 sessions, 400 exhibitors, 
several demonstrations and technical tours, as well as a 
series of associated events, social occasions and networking 
opportunities. This year’s theme “ITS – Quality of Life”, 
focuses on putting citizens first when it comes to mobility 
design - the ITS Congress will be the place to be to discuss 
and exchange best practices on how to achieve true quality 
of life in our cities. 

Almaty (KZ), September 18-20 
TransKazakhstan Translogistica 2018 
Kazakhstan International Transport & Logistics Exhibition 
presents products and services in many transport and logis-
tics related categories. 

Berlin (D), September 18-21 
InnoTrans 2018 
InnoTrans is the leading international trade fair for transport 
technology and takes places every two years in Berlin. Sub-
divided into the five segments Railway Technology, Railway 
Infrastructure, Public Transport, Interiors and Tunnel Con-
struction, InnoTrans occupies all 41 halls available at Berlin 
Exhibition Grounds. The InnoTrans Convention, the event’s 
top-level supporting programme, complements the fair. 

Hannover (D), September 20-27 
67

th
 IAA Commercial Vehicles 2018 

What form will the last mile take? Electric mobility, delivery 
robots, logistics concepts for towns and cities – at the IAA 
Commercial Vehicles 2018, the latest developments and 
new delivery methods will be presented and discussed. 

 
 
Warsaw (PL), September 24-25 
16

th
 European Transport Congress  

The European Platform of Transport Sciences (EPTS) invites 
to the 16th European Transport Congress (ETC) "Mobility 
and European Transport Space". The Congress will be orga-
nized by the Warsaw School of Economics, Poland. "Mobility 
in Europe is a great challenge for transport policy makers 
and scientists, for citizens and economy. It is of crucial im-
portance from the point of view of quality of life and compe-
tition. This is why the XIV Eurotrans International Confer-
ence combined with the XVI European Transport Congress 
(ETC) of the European Platform for Transport Sciences is 
devoted to the topic “Mobility and European Transport 
Space”. Prof. Boguslaw Liberadzki, Vice-President of the 
European Parliament, Brussels. 

Oslo (N), September 25 
EEVConvention 
European Battery, Hybrid & Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle Con-
vention on Policies & Best Practices. 

Rotterdam (NL), September 25 
NexTrust regional event 
Topic: Legal Aspects of horizontal collaboration & Full Truck 
Load pilot case results 

Vienna (A), September 26 
3

rd
 eCommerce Logistik-Day 

Processes of logistics in e-commerce and multi-channel 
marketing will be closely examined. Last mile, speed of 
delivery, as well as resulting questions for warehousing are 
among the special topics. 

Odessa (UA), September 26-28 
Trans Ukraine 
The 20

th
 international exhibition on transport, logistics 

«TransUkraine 2018» will take place with the international 
conference “Development of transport service market in 
Ukraine in the context of integration into the European and 
global transport infrastructure”. 

Eschwege (D), September 27 
3

rd
 regional cooperation forum 

Since 2016, Open ENLoCC member MoWiN.net organizes 
the regional cooperation forum. This platform is an efficient 
way to make qualified business contacts within a short time. 
In up to seven 20-minute rounds of talks, company repre-
sentatives, who have registered in advance and selected 
potential interlocutors, come together. Products and ser-
vices, but also needs and requests of the participating com-
panies are conveyed in this way to potential customers and 
cooperation partners. In parallel, companies can present 
themselves in an accompanying exhibition. 

Kobe (J), September 30 – October 3 
EVS 31 
The 31st International Electric Vehicle Symposium & Exhibi-
tion (EVS 31) and International Electric Vehicle Technology 
Conference 2018 (EVTeC 2018). At technical sessions, re-
searchers from universities or companies around the world 
will present scientific lectures on a variety of themes, such 
as EV-related technologies or smart society. 

 

→ 
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October 2018 
Stuttgart (D), October 8-9 
Elect! 
With elect! 2018, the specialist trade fair will be at the fore-
front. The main emphasis will be on the automotive sector 
incl. tiers 1 – 3 of the supplier industry, the energy sector 
with charging infrastructure, ITC and smart mobility solu-
tions. On the first two days, the exhibition will be joined by 
the ATZ-Kongress Electrified Mobility. 

Brussels (B), October 8-11 
European Week of Regions and Cities 2018 
Under the headline of 'For a strong EU Cohesion Policy be-
yond 2020', the 16

th
 European Week of Regions and Cities 

will be a key platform where to gather and present the views 
of European regions and cities on both the budget and the 
legislative proposals related to Cohesion Policy and rural 
development, as well as discuss the future of Europe in a 
regional and local perspective. One of the topics is “sustain-
able transport and mobility”. 

Hồ Chí Minh City (VN), October 9-12 
The Freight Summit  
11

th
 TFS Global Conference. 

Dublin (IRE), October 10-12 
46

th
 European Transport Conference (ETC) 2018 

ETC is the annual conference of the Association for Europe-
an Transport. The conference attracts transport practition-
ers and researchers from all over Europe where they can 
find in-depth presentations on policy issues, best practice 
and research findings across the broad spectrum of 
transport. The range of topics and the multi-seminar ap-
proach makes ETC unique among transport conferences and 
it is well established as the premier event of its type. The 
conference programme covers supranational issues, national 
and local policy and the implementation of projects at a 
local level. 

Troisdorf (D), October 11 
NexTrust regional event 
The Intermodal pilot cases focus on vertical collaboration 
amongst railway operators, carriers and shippers. This work-
shop will address: Applying the trusted business model to 
the intermodal supply sector. Optimising intermodal rail 
freight services through trusted collaboration. Increasing the 
quantity of freight flows for an existing train connection and 
how to share the risk of utilisation. 

Shenzhen (PRC), October 11-13 
13

th
 China International Logistics & Transport Fair 

(CILF 2018). 
As the leading logistics and transport trade show, CILF is 
held for logistics service, SCM, port and shipping, transport, 
e-commerce, IT solutions, mobility, air cargo, material han-
dling and beyond. Last year, with 1,861 exhibitors from over 
52 countries and 134,500 visits from 81 states and regions, 
CILF worked as a practical platform for industrial players and 
buyers from worldwide to network face2face, as well as 
share the latest trends and news. 

Brussels (B), October 17-18 
Avere e-mobility conference 2018 
The AEC2018 calls itself the largest, most influential pan-
European e-mobility congress, right in the heart of the Euro-
pean Union, Brussels. At the AEC2018, Europe’s top firms, 
businesses, policy makers and academia are present. These 
are top influencers for your business and the ideal public to 
get your ideas spread across Europe’s main business leaders 
and researchers. 

 
Marseille (F), October 17-18 
Top Transport Europe 2018 
A conference and exhibition dedicated to Transport and 
Logistics Directions and problems. It brings together Logis-
tics suppliers, Carriers, Transport and Logistics directors, 
Transport and Logistics decision makers and Shippers. The 
event includes B to B meetings between Transport and 
Logistics service providers and purchasers. 

Berlin (D), October 17-19 
35

th
 International Supply Chain Conference 

One of Europe's leading events for logistics and supply chain 
management, in Germany usually referred to as “BVL-
Kongress”. Since it was first staged in 1983, it has developed 
into a wide-ranging forum attracting more than 3,000 partic-
ipants from all areas of logistics. "Digitalization meets Reali-
ty" is the theme for the 2018 International Supply Chain 
Conference. 

Gothenburg (S), October 17-19 
3

rd
 VREF Conference on Urban Freight 2018 

Current issues influencing urban freight research. Designing 
urban space and managing flows – the importance of freight 
for livable cities. A series of presentations of research papers 
on the basis of submitted abstracts (in oral and poster form) 
in short presentations in a number of parallel streams. 

Moscow (RUS), October 18-19 
International Automobile Scientific Forum (IASF - 
2018) 
The first International Automobile Scientific Forum (IASF) 
took place in 2003. Over the recent years 8 scientific forums 
devoted to the following issues were held: Environmentally 
friendly transport. Energy saving and energy efficiency of 
vehicles and transport systems. Active and passive safety of 
the new generation vehicles ensuring compliance with the 
prospective requirements. E-transport and hybrid vehicles 
(vehicles with combined power plants). National R&D base 
development. Intelligent Transport Systems for Improve-
ment of Energy Efficiency and Traffic Safety. The average 
value of attendance of the scientific forums is more than 200 
participants. 

Abuja (NGR), October 22-24 
Transportation Growth Initiative Conference 
“The role of transportation in sustainable development 
growth.”  
The Transportation Growth Initiative is an independent, non-
profit and non-governmental organization established by 
stakeholders in the transportation and related industries for 
the purpose of building a unified platform for enhanced 
transportation efficiency in Nigeria and Africa. It is a volun-
tary organization which has its membership opened to all 
stakeholders in the transportation and related sectors, as 
well as interested individuals locally and internationally. 

Stuttgart (D), October 23-24 
14

th
 Open ENLoCC General Assembly 

The Open ENLoCC network will meet for an extraordinary 
General Assembly. Besides formal issues regarding the fu-
ture organization of its services, there also will be a presen-
tation of new members and the usual debate on joint pro-
jects. 

 

Suggestions for publication of “next dates” are always wel-
come via info@openenlocc.net. For promotion beyond this 
column, ask for the advertising guide. 

mailto:info@openenlocc.net
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Open ENLoCC – the network 
Open ENLoCC (European Network of Logistics Competence Centers) is an 
open network of regional competence centers in the field of logistics, run 
by public authorities or similar bodies. It was established as a follow up 
of the “ENLoCC”-project (from 2004 to 2007), then co-financed by the EU 
under the Interreg IIIC programme. It is self-supporting since. 

The main task of the network is international exchange of experience and 
knowledge between its participants, and promotion of a higher level of 
cooperation among European institutions. 

Its members work together on common projects with the aim to develop 
the regional economy by solving infrastructural, organisational and 
technological problems of logistics and transport. Dissemination of 
results from network activities and of the best practices takes place on a 
wide scale. 

 

Members 
 

 CMS, Centre for Maritime Studies of Brahea 
Centre at the University of Turku (FI). 

 CRITT Transport et Logistique, Le Havre (F). 

 CTL, Centre for Transport and Logistics of the 
University of Rome La Sapienza, Roma (I). 

 Amt der Kärntner Landesregierung, 
Klagenfurt (A), for former member 
Entwicklungsagentur Kärnten, EAK. 

 HIT Hellenic Institute of Transport, 
Thessaloniki (GR). 

 ILiM, Institute of Logistics and Warehousing, 
Poznan (PL). 

 ITL, Institute for Transport and Logistics 
Foundation, Bologna (I). 

 KINNO, Kouvola Innovation Oy, Kouvola (FI). 

 KLOK Kooperationszentrum Logistik e.V.,  
Kornwestheim / Stuttgart (D). 

 LCS, Logistik-Cluster Schwaben (LCS) e.V., 
Augsburg (D). 

 Logistics in Wallonia, Liege (B). 

 Mah, Malmö University, Department of 
Urban Studies/Transport Management, 
Malmö (S). 

 MOBI, Vrije Universiteit Brussel – MOBI 
(Mobility, Logistics and Automotive 
Technology Research Group) Brussels (B). 

 MoWiN.net e.V., Kassel (D). 

 NewRail, Newcastle University (GB). 

 TØI, Institute of Transport Economics,  
Oslo (N).   NEW 

 UM, University of Maribor, Faculty of Civil 
Engineering – Transport Economics Centre, 
Maribor (SLO). 

 Fundación Valenciaport, Valencia (E).   NEW 

 WRS, Wirtschaftsförderung Region Stuttgart 
GmbH, Stuttgart (D). 

 Consorzio ZAILOG, Verona (I). 

 

 

Contact persons for Open ENLoCC: 

Giuseppe Luppino, President of Open ENLoCC and Project Manager at 
the Institute for Transport and Logistics – ITL. 

Martin Brandt, Secretary of Open ENLoCC and Project Manager at the 
logistics cooperation center KLOK in Stuttgart Region. 
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